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 1 Biopharma Sustainability Roundtable: https://biopharmasustainability.com

 2 CEO Investor Forum: https://cif.cecp.co/

 3 Long Term Plan Framework (CEO Investor Forum, 2020) (page 12): https://cecp.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/
Communicating-Long-Term-Plans_CEO-Investor-Forum_Edelman.pdf

 4 Biopharma Investor ESG Communications Guidance, https://biopharmasustainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/
ESG-Comms-Initiative-Guidance-2.1_Final_0416.pdf

I. Executive Summary

Corporate leaders and institutional investors are looking for effective, efficient, and  
decision-useful information about long-term business strategy, and how it connects with 
the most important environmental, social, and governance (ESG) issues in each sector.  
This need is driven by many trends in management, capital markets, regulation, and civil 
society, two of which stand out:

LONG-TERM PLANNING IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT for the biopharma sector right now, as we look toward a global 

recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic. A sustainable, long-term response by the sector is required not only to meet 

the direct therapeutic and diagnostic development and production challenges, but also to create new solutions and to 

communicate the industry’s efforts and outcomes more effectively to all stakeholders.  

In response, the Biopharma Sustainability Roundtable (BSRT)1 and the CEO Investor Forum2 at Chief Executives for 

Corporate Purpose (CECP) have joined forces to convene the first sector-specific Biopharma CEO Investor Forum.  

The Forum is planned for June 7th and 8th, 2021.

This report and a companion Practitioner’s Guide were created to provide practical tools for biopharma CEOs  

and their teams as they prepare their Sustainable Long-Term Plan presentations for the Forum. These documents 

combine CECP’s Long-Term Plan Framework,3 honed through use at previous CEO Investor Forums, with the  

Biopharma Investor ESG Communications Guidance,4 broadly validated and supported by investors to tailor the  

content and perspective for the biopharma sector. 

Growing recognition of how valuable 

it can be to effectively communicate 

long-term plans to investors, 

employees, and other stakeholders. 

21Growing evidence that a focus on ESG 

performance is strongly accretive to long-

term value creation and financial performance, 

and that the elements of an effective ESG 

strategy are specific to each sector.

https://biopharmasustainability.com
https://cif.cecp.co/
https://cecp.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Communicating-Long-Term-Plans_CEO-Investor-Forum_Edelman.pdf
https://cecp.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Communicating-Long-Term-Plans_CEO-Investor-Forum_Edelman.pdf
https://cecp.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Communicating-Long-Term-Plans_CEO-Investor-Forum_Edelman.pdf
https://biopharmasustainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ESG-Comms-Initiative-Guidance-2.1_Final_0416.pdf
https://biopharmasustainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ESG-Comms-Initiative-Guidance-2.1_Final_0416.pdf
https://biopharmasustainability.com/wp-content/uploads/Biopharma-Investor-ESG-Communications-Guidance-Apr2020.pdf
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II. Introduction 

Today, ESG is widely understood to be a strategic long-term driver of corporate value. A significant volume of 
evidence indicates that companies that effectively manage their most material ESG challenges often outperform 
peer firms5. The strategic business case for managing ESG issues more effectively has been increasingly recognized 
by corporate leaders and the capital markets; regulators and stock exchanges in a number of jurisdictions have 
more recently come on board as well.

ESG reporting is in a period of transformation. Calls for 

standardization and comparability are being made by both 

issuers and institutional investors. It is also recognized that 

the materiality of ESG issues tends to vary systematically 

by sector. Disclosure initiatives recognize the need to have 

a sector-specific focus and to engage and co-ordinate with 

leading companies within each sector.

SHORT-TERMISM

CEOs, institutional investors, academics, and NGOs have 

expressed concern about the negative consequences of equity 

markets that focus too much on short-term value. A growing 

wealth of evidence supports the thesis that short-termism 

is a problematic market feature that demands our attention6. 

For example, we have seen that when faced with missing a 

short-term earnings target, many issuers will cut planned R&D 

or other long-term oriented spending to meet that target. 

CFOs confirm this behavior, expect it of their peers, and the 

data indicate that these short-term moves occur7. These 

decisions may avoid short-term trouble, like a downward price 

correction caused by an earnings miss. However, data from 

both individual firms and the wider economy suggest that 

such behavior is value-destructive8.

Short-termism may also cause themes and factors that play 

out over the long term to be neglected or under-analyzed. 

ESG is a classic example of this. Recent studies have indicated 

that investors that prioritize ESG in investment analysis may 

be more patient in the face of near-term negative earnings 

announcements; this is largely because the focus on long-term 

themes such as ESG renders near-term misses less salient9.

We are beginning to see ESG themes featured during some 

quarterly earnings calls10. This has been amplified by the 

COVID crisis, which has made disclosure on topics such as 

human capital, supply chain resilience, and license to operate 

part of demonstrating a realistic and constructive response11. 

But raising ESG topics during quarterly analyst calls also 

reflects the fact that an issuer’s short-term disclosures and 

 5 Khan, Mozaffar and Serafeim, George and Yoon, Aaron, Corporate Sustainability: First Evidence on Materiality (November 9, 2016). The Accounting Review, Vol. 91, No. 6, 
pp. 1697-1724., Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2575912

 6 Finally, proof that managing for the long term pays off (Harvard Business Review, 2017): https://hbr.org/2017/02/finally-proof-that-managing-for-the-long-term-
pays-off

 7 Graham, John Robert and Harvey, Campbell R. and Rajgopal, Shivaram, The Economic Implications of Corporate Financial Reporting (January 11, 2005). Available at SSRN: 
https://ssrn.com/abstract=491627 

 8 The macro impact of short termism (Stephen Terry, 2017): https://voxeu.org/article/macro-impact-short-termism

 9 Starks, Laura T. and Venkat, Parth and Zhu, Qifei, Corporate ESG Profiles and Investor Horizons (October 9, 2017). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/
abstract=3049943

 10 For more on this, see CECP’s whitepaper, prepared in collaboration with NYU Stern Centre for Sustainable Business, on “ESG and the Earnings Call: Communicating 
sustainable value creation quarter by quarter.” https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3607921

 11 Why you should discuss ESG on the earnings call by Brian Tomlinson and Kevin Eckerle (IR Magazine, 2020): https://www.irmagazine.com/reporting/opinion-why-you-
should-discuss-esg-earnings-call

https://ssrn.com/abstract=2575912
https://hbr.org/2017/02/finally-proof-that-managing-for-the-long-term-pays-off
https://hbr.org/2017/02/finally-proof-that-managing-for-the-long-term-pays-off
https://ssrn.com/abstract=491627
https://voxeu.org/article/macro-impact-short-termism
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3049943
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3049943
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3049943
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3607921
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3607921
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3607921
https://www.irmagazine.com/reporting/opinion-why-you-should-discuss-esg-earnings-call
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longer-term outlook must be coherent and strategically 

aligned. For this reason, we expect that ESG topics will 

increasingly feature in discussions of quarterly results12. 

CORPORATE PURPOSE

Expectations for corporate practice have also been changing 

over the past decade. This trend, which began in Europe, 

is now gaining traction globally. Companies have begun to 

respond to these expectations by indicating that they are 

moving away from a shareholder-first model, to one that has 

a stakeholder focus13. The implications of this transition are 

significant and complex for managers, institutional investors, 

and policy makers. As companies seek to navigate this socially 

charged context, the time horizon over which the business is 

managed and performance of key ESG themes (in terms of 

both financial value and stakeholder impact) take on greater 

significance14. A growing number of institutional investors 

are asking issuers to disclose their approach to corporate 

purpose and are making purpose and culture part of their 

engagement agenda with portfolio companies15, while recent 

surveys suggest a stakeholder approach is expected to 

deliver enhanced returns16. Given this, corporate disclosure 

across multiple channels needs to reflect the purpose-led, 

stakeholder approach a company seeks to follow.

SIMPLIFYING THE LANDSCAPE

An unprecedented collaboration and consolidation of the complex landscape of 
organizations that set ESG standards, frameworks, and ratings is taking place against a 
backdrop of strong regulatory signals. While the increased attention to ESG is positive, 
it is also confusing for companies and investors alike, who are called upon to respond 
to these fast-evolving developments with greater and more focused transparency. 
Simplification will come by looking at issues through the industry lens, and not from a  
one-size-fits-all solution. 

We believe that simplification will come by looking at these issues 
through an industry lens, and not by a one-size-fits all solution.

 12 How to discuss ESG and long term performance goals on earnings calls by Brian Tomlinson (The Reporting Times, 2020): https://reporting-times.com/app/
uploads/2020/10/CCR_Reporting_Times_17_CH_15.pdf

 13 Business Roundtable Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation https://s3.amazonaws.com/brt.org/BRT-StatementonthePurposeofaCorporationOctober2020.pdf

 14 Milano, Gregory Vincent and Tomlinson, Brian and Whately, Riley and Yiğit, Alexa, The Return on Purpose: Before and during a Crisis (October 21, 2020). Available at SSRN: 
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3715573

 15 Corporate Purpose: how can companies create social value (Federated Hermes, 2020): https://www.hermes-investment.com/ukw/podcast/eos/corporate-purpose-how-
can-companies-create-social-value/

 16 The Investor Trust 10 (Edelman, 2020): https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2020-11/Investor%20Trust%2010.pdf

https://reporting-times.com/app/uploads/2020/10/CCR_Reporting_Times_17_CH_15.pdf
https://reporting-times.com/app/uploads/2020/10/CCR_Reporting_Times_17_CH_15.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/brt.org/BRT-StatementonthePurposeofaCorporationOctober2020.pdf
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3715573
https://www.hermes-investment.com/ukw/podcast/eos/corporate-purpose-how-can-companies-create-social-value/
https://www.hermes-investment.com/ukw/podcast/eos/corporate-purpose-how-can-companies-create-social-value/
https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2020-11/Investor%20Trust%2010.pdf
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CECP  The Long-Term Plan Framework17 provides a user-friendly, investor-facing disclosure instrument to communicate 

long-term themes to capital markets. To date, more than 30 CEOs have used the framework to deliver a long-term 

plan at CECP’s CEO Investor Forums18.

BSRT  The BSRT works across the sector to drive collaboration between senior biotech and pharma executives, helping move 

their sustainability agendas forward. Following two years of dialogue between biopharma companies and institutional 

investors, BSRT published their Biopharma Investor ESG Communications Guidance19 in April 2020. The goal: Improve 

the effectiveness and efficiency of communicating the sector’s most important ESG topics. 

III. Integrating ESG and Long-Term Planning

The CEO Investor Forum at CECP and Biopharma Sustainability Roundtable (BSRT) have collaborated to help 
address the need for biopharma companies to develop and effectively communicate sustainable long-term plans 
that drive long-term value creation.

Capital 
Allocation

Financial 
Performance

Long-Term
Value Creation

Corporate 
Governance

Corporate 
Purpose

Market 
Trends

Competitive
Strategic

Positioning

Human 
Capital

Risks & 
Opportunities

LONG-TERM FRAMEWORK THEMES

By combining our two sets of guidance, we hope to provide an integrated approach to preparing and articulating sustainable 

long-term plans that address the most important ESG topics for both biopharma companies and investors, and doing so in a 

way that focuses on long-term value creation. We explore each of these elements below. 

CECP’S LONG-TERM PLAN FRAMEWORK
The Long-Term Plan Framework developed by the CEO Investor Forum provides public companies with a set of nine themes 

designed to effectively communicate the critical elements of a long-term strategic plan and respond to the informational needs 

of institutional investors. 

FIGURE 1 — LONG-TERM PLAN FRAMEWORK THEMES

 17 Long Term Plan Framework (CEO Investor Forum, 2020) (page 12): https://cecp.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Communicating-Long-Term-Plans_CEO-Investor-Forum_
Edelman.pdf

 18 Long-Term Plan presentations to date at CEO Investor Forums: https://cif.cecp.co/ceo-presentations

 19 Biopharma Investor ESG Communications Guidance, https://biopharmasustainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ESG-Comms-Initiative-Guidance-2.1_Final_0416.pdf

https://www.edelman.com/insights/the-long-term-imperative-how-companies-can-respond
https://cecp.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Communicating-Long-Term-Plans_CEO-Investor-Forum_Edelman.pdf
https://cecp.co/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Communicating-Long-Term-Plans_CEO-Investor-Forum_Edelman.pdf
https://cif.cecp.co/ceo-presentations
https://biopharmasustainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ESG-Comms-Initiative-Guidance-2.1_Final_0416.pdf
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The Long-Term Plan Framework was developed in collaboration with Professor George Serafeim at Harvard Business School and 

KKS Advisors20. The development process drew on several resources, including:

 º Long-term plan presentations by over 30 CEOs at CEO Investor Forums since 2017;

 º Feedback from institutional investors across business sectors and strategies; and

 º Research by organizations helping articulate the links between ESG and long-term value, such as the 
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) and FCLTGlobal.

CECP’s Long-Term Plan Framework encourages issuers to develop an integrated narrative for the capital markets, setting out a 

forward-looking story across an extended time horizon (3-5 years). The Framework encourages integration of disclosures on key 

financial performance and capital allocation indicators with meaningful forward-focused information on themes such as human 

capital, corporate purpose, and other material ESG factors.

PRINCIPLES

ILLUSTRATIVE 
EXAMPLES

OPERATIONAL 
PROCESSES

The Framework is supplemented by a variety of materials that help respond to the imperative for  
more and better long-term oriented information:

CECP has published a Guide with examples and emerging practices in disclosing long-term plans, 
leveraging CECP’s Long-Term Plan Framework.

CECP has defined a set of guiding principles for the type of disclosures issuers should offer to 
the capital markets. These are set out in CECP’s whitepaper on Emerging Practice in Long-Term 
Plans21, and include topics such as:

 º Context: To ensure that disclosures are appropriately contextualized to the business model and 
scale of operations, so as to avoid charges of “greenwashing.”

 º Materiality: Focus disclosures on topics that are material to the business, rather than those 
that are not material but may create a good impression. This helps focus discussion on topics 
that drive long-term value creation, rather than on older CSR-style reporting.

 º Forward-orientation: Emphasize the long-term by spending most time talking about the 
future. A presentation necessarily requires some level-setting and telling the story up to the 
present, but this should not overshadow the forward-looking story.

CECP recommends internal process adaptations to help ensure all relevant teams are engaged and 
coordinated and critical information is not trapped in silos. Some of these recommendations are set 
out in our whitepaper The Method of Productions of Long-Term Plans22.

 20 Kotsantonis, Sakis and Rehnberg, Christina and Ward, Bronagh and Serafeim, George and Tomlinson, Brian, The Economic Significance of Long-Term Plans (Spring 2019). 
Journal of Applied Corporate Finance, Vol. 31, Issue 2, pp. 22-33, 2019, Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3604412

 21 Tomlinson, Brian, Emerging Practice in Long-Term Plans: How CEOs Talk About the Long Term (October 2018). CECP: Strategic Investor Initiative White Paper Series 2, 
Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3350117

 22 Tomlinson, Brian and Krzus, Michael P., Method of Production of Long-Term Plans (January 25, 2019). CECP: Strategic Investor Initiative White Paper No. 3, Available at 
SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3332342 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=3604412
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3350117
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3332342
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These supplementary materials enable an issuer to build 

a first-cut of their long-term plan, tailored to an investor 

audience. They also help infuse the themes of the Framework 

throughout the investor relations calendar, including investor 

days and earnings calls. The Long-Term Plan Framework is 

intended to be adaptable for any issuer, with the themes 

providing an overview for the issuer to adapt to its own sector 

and business model. Through this flexibility, CECP has been 

able to work with issuers across sectors, from automotive 

to biopharma and consumer packaged goods (among 

others), enabling them to communicate sector-specific and 

idiosyncratic elements of their long-term value proposition.

OPERATIONAL AND CAPITAL MARKET BENEFITS OF A LONGER-TERM FOCUS

Choose your investors—and keep them loyal: How management talks to the capital markets and the type of 

information it chooses to share shapes the way a company is perceived. Over time, the mix of information a company 

discloses influences its mix of shareholders, as many studies demonstrate, indicating that issuers are not entirely subject to 

the whims of the capital markets. Supplementing well-constructed investor targeting efforts, the mix of information you 

disclose can be a key feature of investor cultivation.

Additionally, sharing a long-term plan, and its accompanying ESG disclosures, helps build relationships with long-

term investors, from long-only investors to the major index funds. Given the assets under management (AUM) of 

such investors, ensuring that they have a strong understanding of your strategic vision and direction can be outcome 

determinative in the context of an activist or business challenge.

An integrated and coherent story: In a recent study, CECP wanted to understand how many different sources of 

disclosure it was necessary to review to reach an understanding, even at an overview level, of an issuer’s full long-

term value story23. The study found that reaching a meaningful understanding typically required analysis of 13 different 

disclosures, across both mandatory and voluntary formats. Given this complexity, and the volume of surveys and 

questionnaires issuers are asked to complete, there is real value in constructing a tight, integrated and coherent story for 

the capital markets that helps communicate the key metrics across the broad expected set of themes.

Cross-functional knowledge: Disclosure can operate as a forcing function within issuers and across teams; in order to 

disclose new things you have to do new things. The act of disclosing new information can generate new skills, awareness, 

datasets, and, crucially, cross-functional collaboration. This can assist a company in developing a deeper sense of its 

capacities and sources of value-creation. In CECP’s work with past CEO Investor Forum participants, it was evident that 

the collaboration between investor relations and corporate sustainability functions is key, supplementing the existing 

connections with treasury, strategy, and the corporate secretary24.

Companies can take many steps to re-orient themselves toward the long-term. Delivering a 
long-term plan is a step in an ongoing process. CECP has worked with companies right at the 
start of their long-term ESG journey, and we have worked with companies that are already 
well-advanced and want to stay ahead.

 23 Krzus, Michael P. and Tomlinson, Brian, ExxonMobil: Constructing a Mock Long-Term Plan (March 23, 2019). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3359658

 24 Tomlinson, Brian and Krzus, Michael P., Method of Production of Long-Term Plans (January 25, 2019). CECP: Strategic Investor Initiative White Paper No. 3, Available at 
SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3332342 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=3359658
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3332342
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BSRT’S BIOPHARMA INVESTOR  
ESG COMMUNICATIONS GUIDANCE

The Biopharma Investor ESG Communications Guidance25 (the 

Guidance) was developed through a sector-focused initiative 

to address the common interests of leading biopharma 

companies and investors in achieving more effective, efficient, 

and decision-useful communications about the sector’s 

highest-priority ESG issues.

THE CHALLENGE: Superior performance in the most relevant 

ESG areas is positively related to long-term corporate 

financial performance. However, deciding which ESG topics 

are most relevant to disclose, and how to structure the ESG 

communications for the capital markets, has been challenging. 

Corporates and investors alike share frustrations on several 

fronts, including misalignments on the most important sector-

specific ESG topics, laborious ESG reporting and research 

processes, and the lack of transparency and uneven quality of 

third-party ESG ratings and performance analyses.

These factors were identified during the 2018 Biopharma 

Sustainability Roundtable and Investor Day, hosted by Roche 

and UBS in Basel, Switzerland. Shortly after, the Biopharma 

Investor ESG Communications Initiative26 was launched, 

facilitated by the BSRT. Over the next two years, the BSRT 

brought together more than 45 senior executives from 17 

biopharma and 18 investor companies in a frank, open, and 

structured dialogue.

DIALOGUE-DRIVEN CONSENSUS

The Initiative’s first step was to build consensus among 

biopharma companies and investors about the sector’s 

highest-priority ESG topics. A core pool of 12 high-priority 

ESG topics judged by the participants to be most relevant 

and decision-useful—often termed most material—for both 

the investment community and the biopharma sector was 

mutually agreed (See Figure 2). Topics included in the SASB 

Biotechnology & Pharmaceuticals Sustainability Accounting 

Standard were taken into consideration as a baseline reference. 

The final list has overlaps with SASB, but extends beyond to 

topics that may become financially material over the mid- to 

long-term. Of course, each company must address its own 

priorities as appropriate for its business model and strategy. 

Topics may also be considered related to their interconnection 

with each other, or resource dependencies. 

FIGURE 2 — BIOPHARMA AND INVESTORS ALIGN ON 12 HIGH-PRIORITY ESG TOPICS

ACCESS TO HEALTHCARE AND MEDICINE PRICING

BUSINESS ETHICS, INTEGRITY, AND COMPLIANCE

CLIMATE CHANGE

CLINICAL TRIAL PRACTICES

ESG GOVERNANCE

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

INNOVATION

PHARMACEUTICALS IN THE ENVIRONMENT 
AND ANTI-MICROBIAL RESISTANCE

PRODUCT QUALITY AND PATIENT SAFETY

RISK AND CRISIS MANAGEMENT

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

 25 Biopharma Investor ESG Communications Guidance, https://biopharmasustainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ESG-Comms-Initiative-Guidance-2.1_
Final_0416.pdf

 26 https://biopharmasustainability.com/biopharma-investor-esg-communications-initiative/

https://biopharmasustainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ESG-Comms-Initiative-Guidance-2.1_Final_0416.pdf
https://biopharmasustainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ESG-Comms-Initiative-Guidance-2.1_Final_0416.pdf
https://biopharmasustainability.com/biopharma-investor-esg-communications-initiative/
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The second step was to discuss and agree on how to structure 

the information and disclosures around ESG communications 

between companies and investors so that it can be meaningful 

and decision-useful. During a series of working meetings 

between biopharma and the investment community it was 

agreed that while there are useful components in many 

frameworks, none will serve every purpose on their own. 

Best practices were considered, with special attention given 

to SASB and the Task Force on Climate-related Financial 

Disclosures (TCFD). Biopharma companies and investors 

agreed that ESG communications should address five key 

elements, including governance, strategy and objectives, risks, 

opportunities, and performance, with discussion at both the 

corporate and topic-specific levels (See Figure 3).

The Initiative’s work built a best-practice consensus around 

investor information needs, distilled in the Biopharma Investor 

ESG Communications Guidance27 (Guidance 2.0) launched 

in April 2020. Intended as a resource for both biopharma 

companies and investors, it provides a high-level roadmap 

that identifies ESG topics of shared priority and gives 

recommendations that can be adapted to each company’s 

own strategy, business model, and readiness. The Guidance 

also incorporates key learnings from the biopharma-investor 

dialogue, providing insights into current investor thinking and 

considerations when assessing a biopharma company’s ESG 

profile. It can be used to help inform stand-alone print or web-

based ESG investor communications, investor presentations, 

roadshows, and one-on-one investor engagements, or to 

help prepare CEO and Board members’ narratives about ESG 

strategy, or in preparing a long-term plan.

WORKING GROUP: Sponsors of the initiative include Amgen, 

Bristol-Myers Squibb, Johnson & Johnson, Merck & Co., and 

Novartis. The High Meadows Institute (HMI), a think tank and 

policy institute focused on strengthening the role of business 

leadership in creating a sustainable society, also participated 

as part of a pilot for a broader Institutional Investor 

Industry Engagement project. Other participants included 

GlaxoSmithKline, Novo Nordisk, Pfizer, Roche, and Takeda. 

Investor participants to date include Aberdeen Standard, 

Acadian Asset Management, APG, BlackRock, Calvert, 

FIGURE 3
BIOPHARMA AND INVESTORS ALIGN ON STRUCTURE FOR ADDRESSING ESG COMMUNICATIONS

 27 Biopharma Investor ESG Communications Guidance, https://biopharmasustainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ESG-Comms-Initiative-
Guidance-2.1_Final_0416.pdf

ADDRESS THE ELEMENTS AT CORPORATE LEVEL
CROSS-ORGANIZATIONAL DISCUSSION

ADDRESS THE ELEMENTS FOR EACH HIGH-PRIORITY TOPIC

TOPIC-SPECIFIC DISCUSSION

GOVERNANCE STRATEGY &
OBJECTIVES

RISKS OPPORTUNITIES METRICS &
PERFORMANCE

TIER 1

TIER 2

https://www.dropbox.com/s/gp9emofc5eqdxwx/Biopharma%20Investor%20ESG%20Communications%20Guidance%202.1%20_16Apr2020.pdf?dl=0
https://biopharmasustainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ESG-Comms-Initiative-Guidance-2.1_Final_0416.pdf
https://biopharmasustainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ESG-Comms-Initiative-Guidance-2.1_Final_0416.pdf
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Chardan, Domini, Federated Hermes, Fidelity, Manulife, 

Morgan Stanley, PGGM, Rockefeller Capital, State Street, TPG 

Capital, Wellington, UBS, and Vanguard.

USE CASE EXPERIENCE: Since the Guidance 2.0 was 

released, biopharma companies and investors have used it 

not only to streamline their ESG communications, but also 

as a tool for thinking about ESG strategy. Early feedback has 

been positive, with both biopharma companies and investors 

noting that the Guidance is a valuable resource for internal 

and external engagement. As the product of a collaborative 

dialogue between sector peers and the investor community, it 

reflects best practice and engenders a high level of trust.

Investors have said they find the Guidance useful in their 

portfolio company engagements for several reasons. It provides 

an overarching perspective for addressing ESG topics that is 

flexible enough for a wide range of biopharma companies, while 

still improving comparability. Investors also appreciate that the 

Guidance encourages a more consistent interpretation across 

companies as they address rating questionnaires, surveys, and 

topical requests. It provides clarity about the most strategically 

relevant issues, some of which may not yet be financially 

material, or may be difficult to quantify, and which most 

existing standards and questionnaires therefore miss. Investors 

appreciate that the Guidance highlights the need to identify 

company-specific risks, but also emphasizes the need to focus 

on potential opportunities related to each ESG topic, something 

that they want to understand. In their engagements with small- 

and mid-cap portfolio companies still in the early stages of their 

ESG journeys, investors have been offering the Guidance to help 

communicate the information they are looking for, and feedback 

so far indicates it is a valuable strategic planning tool.

Biopharma companies have started using the Guidance to 

inform their ESG reporting and disclosure strategies. They 

say it has helped provide clarity to their internal sustainability 

disclosure teams about the information that investors really 

want to see. It has also helped drive engagement with senior 

executives and other corporate functions, including investor 

relations, corporate communications, and risk management, 

because it is seen as a credible resource. The Guidance also 

helps set the stage for thinking about integrated reporting, 

emphasizing the interconnectedness of high-priority ESG 

topics and overall business strategy. 

OUTLOOK: Looking forward, the Initiative will continue to 

facilitate discussions between biopharma companies and 

investors, drive broad implementation of the Guidance, and 

build consensus around a collection of sector metrics for the 

12 high-priority ESG topics that reflect the sector’s “best 

thinking.” The dialogue is also expanding to other stakeholder 

groups, including standard setters (an engagement with 

SASB began in the second half of 2020), industry and trade 

associations, and third-party ESG rating agencies. The BSRT 

partnership with the CEO Investor Forum at CECP is a core 

element of the Initiative’s outreach and implementation 

program. 

As the product of a collaborative dialogue between sector peers and 
the investor community, the Biopharma Investor ESG Communications 
Guidance reflects best practice and engenders a high level of trust.
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IV. Long-Term Planning for the Biopharma Sector 

Given the imperative for issuers to deliver integrated, forward-looking disclosures to the capital markets, in early 
2020, CECP and BSRT sought to identify how the Framework and the Guidance could complement one another in 
a cohesive and practical manner. Over the course of several months, the organizations worked together to create 
a joint approach to help biopharma issuers develop sector-relevant long-term plans for their investors. This jointly 
conceived approach addresses each theme of the Long-Term Plan Framework, and adds sector-specific context 
from the Biopharma ESG Communications Guidance. We illustrate this approach below using a few examples 
selected from our Practitioner’s Guide to Biopharma Sustainability and Long-Term Planning. 

Mega-Trends: A key means for setting out a long-term 

view is for management to give a strategic overview of the 

major trends that are broadly affecting the planet, people, 

and business operations. Part of management’s job is to 

respond strategically to these and explain their impact on the 

business and its prospects on a go-forward basis. This may 

include identifying issues that, though not financially material 

today, are expected to become so over the long-term28. This 

type of commentary builds on existing disclosures, such as 

MD&A around known trends and uncertainties, but provides 

commentary that is not boilerplate or unnecessarily legalistic. 

Strategic and relevant commentary on the ESG profile and 

performance of the business is a critical element of the 

discussion of mega-trends. 

FIGURE 4 — TRENDS

Theme: Trends 
The LTP framework recommends

§ Management’s view of major trends that broadly impact 
the planet, people and business operations. 

§ Describe methods or plans for reporting on key trends to 
investors. For example, TCFD regarding climate change 
and related “scenario analysis.”

§ Build on existing disclosures, such as MD&A risk factor 
disclosures and “known trends and uncertainties.”

§ Review the 12 ESG high-priority topics of the 
Guidance, which are the result of a sector-specific 
assessment agreed upon between corporates and 
investors. They can be used as a list of topics that 
should either be addressed at a high level in the Trends 
section or explicitly ruled out for a specific business or 
business model.

Applying a biopharma-specific lens

 28 Freiberg, David and Rogers, Jean and Serafeim, George, How ESG Issues Become Financially Material to Corporations and Their Investors (November 4, 2020). Harvard 
Business School Accounting & Management Unit Working Paper No. 20-056, Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3482546

https://ssrn.com/abstract=3482546
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Risks and Opportunities: Issuers are expected to set out 

an assessment of their financially material ESG issues; these 

can be based on the issues that are commonly considered to 

be material for the sector, plus those that are unique to the 

business model. In using our guidance to provide insights on 

ESG, frameworks such as the SASB can be useful. It can also 

be extremely helpful for an issuer to not just show the key 

performance indicators, metrics and targets (to help investors 

understand the rate of change on key ESG indicators), but also 

to indicate how those targets were arrived at, offering a sense 

of the process within the organization.

FIGURE 5 — RISKS & OPPORTUNITIES

Theme: Risks and Opportunities 
The LTP framework recommends

§ Set out an assessment of financially material ESG 
issues.
• Highlight the framework used for identifying 

financially material ESG issues (e.g., Sustainability 
Accounting Standards Board).

• Set out key metrics, KPIs, and forward-looking 
targets.

§ Describe how financially material risks are identified, 
managed and overseen (e.g., disclose and 
contextualize the Materiality Assessment).

§ Elaborate on how financially material opportunities 
are seized.

§ Extend the review of high-priority ESG topics highlighted by the 
Trends and Purpose themes to identify sector- and company-
specific risks and opportunities related to non-financial 
performance (pg. 6-7 of the Guidance). 

§ Describe how your company identifies and assesses ESG-related 
risks and opportunities, and how these processes integrate with 
traditional enterprise risk assessment and opportunity 
identification processes (pg. 11-12 of the Guidance).  

§ Highlight how your company manages and optimizes the balance 
between risk and opportunity (pg. 13 of the Guidance).

§ Remember: ESG topics can either support (opportunity) or 
threaten (risk) the achievement of your long-term business 
objectives. 

Applying a biopharma-specific lens

https://www.sasb.org/
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Capital Allocation: Forward-looking commentary on capital 

allocation is critical information for investors to understand 

an issuer’s outlook and the credibility of its plans. Issuers can 

provide details of the framework they use to think through 

capital allocation and communicate the shape of future 

allocations, for example:

 º Long-range capital distribution goals (e.g., 
dividend trajectory and plans for excess cash)

 º M&A discipline
 º Capex
 º R&D

In providing such commentary, issuers should contextualize 

the capital allocation plan with relevant assumptions. For 

example, an issuer could talk about the way in which ESG 

themes or mega-trends make certain investments essential 

or increase the expense associated with certain investments 

(e.g., retro-fitting real estate assets to adjust to climate-

related risks).

FIGURE 6 — CAPITAL ALLOCATION

Theme: Capital Allocation 
The LTP framework recommends

Describe how capital allocation powers the long-term strategy: 

§ Outline the framework for allocating capital and how the 
framework enables strategy implementation and the initiatives 
outlined.

§ Supplement with: 
• Long-range capital distribution goals, such as maintaining 

the historic dividend trajectory and plans for excess cash 
• M&A discipline 
• Investments in R&D as % of budget 
• Capex 

§ Tie back to trends, risks & opportunities and corporate purpose. 

§ Highlight how the long-term strategy adjusts the capital 
allocation mix overtime.

§ Capital Allocation decisions must include 
ESG-related externalities, which should be 
priced-in already or at some point in the 
lifetime of the investment under consideration. 

§ In this context, address any ESG topics and 
related strategy and objectives that have been 
introduced in the LTP. 

Applying a biopharma-specific lens
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Corporate Governance: Good governance is a key factor 

in long-term success. Institutional investors use different 

benchmarks for assessing board quality, from skills set and 

independence to refreshment and the absence of board 

entrenchment devices (such as staggered boards).

Management can add to institutional investors’ assessment 

of a corporation’s prospects by providing meaningful 

commentary on the role of the board in long-term strategy. 

For example, how are board practices structured to enable 

meaningful strategy development, engagement, and 

monitoring? Can management provide specific examples of 

high-quality board oversight?

In addition to credibly indicating that the board functions 

as a strategic partner, it is also important to demonstrate 

how board refreshment approaches reflect the long-term 

strategic requirements of the long-term plan outlined. Critical 

to an understanding of the board’s role are the governance 

arrangements put in place for ESG. How and with what 

frequency are these overseen? Issuers can take a number of 

different approaches to illustrate the extent of its planning 

and competence in these areas, including skills matrices, board 

assessment structures, refreshment practices, and diversity 

attributes of the board—accompanied by future goals as 

relevant. 

FIGURE 7 — CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Theme: Corporate Governance 
The LTP framework recommends

§ Describe the role of the board in long-term strategy.

§ Provide commentary on how board practices are structured 
to enable meaningful strategy development, engagement 
and monitoring—provide specific examples of high-quality 
board oversight.

§ Describe how the composition of your board (today and in 
the future) helps guide the corporation to its long-term 
strategic goals—identify frameworks/targets for 
composition and relate those to strategy.

§ Discuss your company’s corporate governance processes 
and how they relate to the company’s long-term strategy. 
This includes, for example, the structure of oversight 
committees and governance communications, the board’s 
ESG oversight process, board and executive remuneration, 
and assurance of ethical business practices (pg. 10 of 
the Guidance).  

§ Show how external stakeholder perspectives are used in 
developing strategy. 

Applying a biopharma-specific lens
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V. Conclusion: Communicating Your Long-Term Vision 

Recent events underscore the urgent imperative for companies to rethink the time frames and information  
they communicate to the capital markets and the broader universe of stakeholders. In the midst of the 
global pandemic-induced recession, growing social justice movements worldwide, and the ongoing climate 
emergency, we believe it is essential for issuers to communicate more long-term forward-looking information. 
This information must include ESG considerations, including governance, risks, opportunities, and performance, 
and it must be communicated in a well-structured and decision-useful manner comparable across companies 
within a sector.

Through the facilitation of the Biopharma Sustainability Roundtable, the biopharma industry will continue to engage with 

investors to review and develop consensus on metrics and key performance indicators for the priority ESG topics identified in 

the Guidance. Because issues affecting the sector continuously change, the Guidance is a living tool that will be updated over 

time to reflect current topics and investor insights.

Along with CEOs, investors are playing an important role in supporting long-termism. Many are doing this by encouraging 

their portfolio companies to develop and share long-term strategies that incorporate ESG factors—and are encouraging use 

of the BSRT’s Guidance in doing so.

Regulation of ESG disclosure is on the rise in many markets around the globe. Taking voluntary steps as a sector to identify 

key ESG issues and better align them with long-term business strategies can serve as a wise preemptive move.

The Biopharma Sustainability Roundtable and the CEO Investor Forum hope our collaboration will inspire other sectors on 

their own journeys.



ABOUT CECP’S CEO INVESTOR FORUM

The CEO Investor Forum is a global organization preparing corporate leaders 

for the next generation of stakeholders. The Forum provides support and 

guidance to CEOs on how to develop and communicate their long-term strategy 

to institutional investors and other key constituencies. Through a proprietary 

content framework, advisory services, and events, the Forum empowers CEOs 

to proactively set the context, own their narrative, and lead toward a sustainable 

future. CEO Investor Forum is chaired by Bill McNabb, former Chairman of 

Vanguard. Learn more at www.ceoinvestorforum.com.

ABOUT THE BIOPHARMA SUSTAINABILITY ROUNDTABLE

The Biopharma Sustainability Roundtable is a sector-specific collaboration 

platform that works with senior biotech and pharma executives to help drive their 

Sustainability agendas forward. We facilitate a program of webinars and topical 

forums each spring, a sector-focused survey, and an annual conference in the 

Fall, all addressing a broad agenda of ESG interests defined in collaboration with 

our participants. Executives and invited thought leaders come together to explore 

Sustainability challenges and trends, examine cutting-edge industry topics, share 

best practices, and learn from each other. The Roundtable also facilitates focused 

initiatives that engage participating biopharma companies and key stakeholders, 

such as the Biopharma Investor ESG Communications Initiative now working with 

CECP. Learn more at www.biopharmasustainability.com.

www.ceoinvestorforum.com
https://biopharmasustainability.com

